We give a finiteness criteria for the potato-peeling p b l m that asks for the largest convex polygon ('potato') contained inside a given simple polygon, answering a question of J. Goodman. This leads to a polynomial-time solution of O(n91og M ) . The techniques used turn out to be useful for other cases of what we call the polygon incluswn and enclosure problem. For instance, the largest perimeter potato can be found in O(n6) time and finding the Smallest k-gon d o s i n g a given polygon c m be done in 0(n310g k) steps.
computing the convex hull. We review some of the inclusion and exclusion problems that have been studied.
(1) We mainly f o w on recent results within the milis of computational geometry. However, it should be pointed out that there is a related, much larger a d older literature arising from the field of operations research. It should be clear that our problems are closely related to the "stockcutting problems" which are concerned with cutting a sheet (sucb as all subparts are congnrent to a given shape) and subject to uxm optimality criteria. See [DB] and derem% therein. As pointed out in [DB] the dosure problem is a key subproblem in the more general stock-cutthg problems. More generally, the enclosure and inclusion problems can be viewed as polygon approximation problems. For example, for the purposes of detectiug collision in robotics we typically approximate a complicated shape by a simpler enclosing body.
(2) The potato peeling problem is the case Inc(P,,, Pcm, area)
where Poll is the family of all simple polygons and P,, is the family of amvex p o l y p .
It turns out that we can also solve the potato-peeling problem in the case where perimeter rather than area is the measure. A variation of potato peeling that our techuiqm can solve but does not fall under the above notion of inclusion problems is this: find the largest amvex subregion Q of the given P subject to the constraint that Q is obtained by at most k cuts.
(3) Dobkin and Snyder [Ds] cansidered the inclusion problem
Inc (P,,, P3, area) where P3 denotes the class of ell triangles and in general Pk denotes the class of all convex k-gons. Their algorithm runs in linear time. Tllis result was extended by Boyce erd [BBDG] to the problems Inc(Pcm, Pk, area) and Inc(Pcm, Pk, penineter) for any fixed k. Ihe running time of these algorithms is ~( k n log%).
Note that unlike the potato peeling-problem, the finiteness of these problems is easy to show: it follows from the fact that the vertices of any maximal k-gon must be a subset of the vertices of the input polygon. The techniques of [Dsl and [aaDcl In the rest of this paper, we will spell out our solution for potatepeeling in some detail. We also briefly M b e the solution where the *eter measure is used instead of area. A solution to the &est enclosing k-gon problem is also outlined. Full details can be found in the technical report. 
Rcllmhury
For the rest of this paper, unlw oth& stated, we assume a Fied but arbitrary polygon P = (po, P I . . . . ,pn-J with M amen: We want to find any maximurn area amvex subset Q in P; it is intuitively clear, but rigorously proven in [GI, that Q is a amvex polygon. For imtanca if P is amvex then P is unique and equal to P. Let P have k 0 ref2rx comers: p i L , p p p i , (0 c. i, < i, < . . . < M). Write qj for pll. It is clear that a maximum area convex polygon must be the intersection of P and pass through ql, q2. . . . ,qn respectively. We introduQ the following useful notation: for any chord C of P passing through a unique reflex corner q let C+ denote the dosed half-space such that for all sufficiently small discs I) centered at q, we have DnC+ p . If C p e s through mme than one reflex corner, the context will make dear which half-space is intended. (We might remark that chords are defmed as maximal segments contained in P; so there could be segments with both endpoints on the boundary of P that are not chords.) Thus the convex polygon determined by the chords C,, C,, . . . ,Ck is P n( n c:). Qearly some of the Cz's may be redundant. k half-plme M i n e d by k chords Of P: C,, C2, . . . , Ck which
We first answer a simple case of the problem where the given polygon p has just one reflex corner, say po. So the problem is to determine the chord C through pa that maxb.k~es the area of PnC+. consider the set of chords C of P where each C contains a segment lpo,pI], for some corner p,, 0 < i < n; dearly there are at most n such chords. Coasider the butte& region determined by a pair of a d w t chords woa' and bp&' taken from this set:
We call po the center of the butterfly and the line segment is maximized. In @dar, for an A-butterfly, the chord cpoc' is either balanced or extremal. For a V-butterfly, it is extremsl.
SeriePofButterifiesnndCheinsofChords
In this section we intrcduce the terminology related to sequences of butterflies and the sequences of chords. It turns out that these sequences of buttemies can be classified into two types with quite different algorithmic properties. For sixnpliaty, we assume that no three comers are colinear. For a chord C in some butterfly in the series, we define C+ to be the half-space bounded by the line through C and containing the center Q of the series. Two chords are said to intersect proper& if they intersect at a point that is intdor to at least one of the two chords. Thus they intersect 'hpropcrly' iff their intersection point is a common endpoint. A chain of chords is said to beoprimal (for the d e s it belongs to) if the area xi-, and 4, . (i) (ii) it is simply balanced, (iii) adjacent pairs of chords C, and C,+l (i = 1, . . . ,m-1) intersect properly. Proof, (a) will be proved in the next section (in a slightly more general setting). To see e), suppose C, is an unbalanced chord in a chain with no extremal chords. We can d e b a butterfly B; imtaining (the truncated version of) C, as a nonextremal chord with tips determined by C,-l and C1+l. Then we can perturb C, in B; to obrain a larger arm. n e following lemma is easy to show: in particular part (p) depends on the butterfly l a m a .
(b) An optimal hein of 8 is either an A-type chain or has 811
Lemms4. LetQ beamegimaamvexpolygoninP. An edge e of Q is one of the three types:
(p) e is part of a chord C of P and the midpoint of e is areflex annerofP.
(7) e is part of an extramil mord C of P and e contains two comer of P; at least one of them is areflex corner. For short, the word 'balanced chain' in the mt of this section refers to balanced amcave dmim below R. There we two parts to this theorem: that there exists at least one balanced chain and that there m o t be more than one balanced chain. We only prove the seumd part, since the first part is a by-product of our algorithm later. We prove a useful lemma along the way to proving this theorem. We f i i the following notations for this next proof N o t a h : Let C be a balanced chain. As above, let (pi, qr) be the pivot of the chord Ct in C where possibly p I = qr and the nodes of c are x, , . . . ,xm. If pi # q1 then assume pi is closer to For any point p let Ll(p) denote the line through p and parallel to L,. Define the region U, to be the strip between the parallel lines L1(xiMl) and Ll(xr). Define the region A+' to be the strip between the parallel lines LI(xr-,) and L1(pi): it is important to note that we exclude the entire line L1(x,-, Lemms 7. Let Lo, L,, L : be distinct lines andR be a set of points in a quadrant of (Lo,Ll) and also in a quadrant of (L;, tl). Let c = (Cl, . . . ,C,) (resp. C* = (C;, . . . ,C>)) be a balanced (Lo,L,,R).chain (mp. (L&Ll, R)-chain). k x;, p;, etc., be the corresponding notations for c*. ' As Lo(x) continues to move closer to Lo and xo moves towards x1 (as usual, x, denotes the it* node of the balamced chain, C, is the CP chord, etc.), xobl moves towards both xlbl and p1 and the midpoint rl of C1 moves towards 4,. Two things can happen next eithex (a) xobl meets xllql and the doublepivot chord 'splits' into two singlepivot chord balanoed at p , and q,, or else (b) rl meets q1 and the chord starts turning counterclockwise around q1 'leaving' p 1 behind. (a) If the splitting event occurs first, we will have a chain of size 2, and as L&) moves further in, in order to balance C, and C2 , x, a n d q move inwerds andx, moves outwards along the direction of L,. (Note: 'inwards' and 'outwards' are with respect to the center of Q of the chain.) "his continues until a point i n R is hit by either C1 or C2 and turns a singlepivot &ord into a doublepivot chord. @) If the leaving event OCCUTS first the doublepivot dmd turns into a singlepivot chord which keeps turning counterclockwise until it hits another point and turns itself into a doublepivot chord. So this process of forming double pivots, splitting and leaving oontinues until (split&& If j is odd, the truncated vmion of C, could shorten to such an extend that xj-lbj xjlqj.
Cj
loses the bracketing property and splits into two singlepivot chords.
(leaving p,) When C, is shortening, a n o k situation could also arise. The midpint r, could meet q, before splitting q, leaving p, behind. In effect, C, turns into a singlepivot chord balanced at q,.
(leaving 4 , ) F i y , if j is even the c h d C, is lengthening and the only event that can happen is the midpoint r, moving left and meeting p,. subsequently, C, will pivot Occurs. subsequently, c, will turn counterdockwise around dockwise arwndp, lravhg behind.
The algorithm repeats the following step until L&)
Fmd the leftmost doublepivot chord, C, on the current (Lo@), L,, R)-chain. In the case of a chain consisting of just singlepivot chords, take L, for C,. It is not too hard to compute the values of x when flattening, leaving or splitting cuau at e & C,, since those are determined by the chain alone. The hitting event at each C, is more difficult to compute since it involves points not on the chain. wlt it is clear the point hit by C, has to be on the convex hull of some subset of R containing p,. So we partition the plane into j strips and two halfplane by the lines L,(x,), i = 0. . . . , j where Lj(x,) is the line through x, parallel to C,. Let HI be the convex hull of those points o f R in the strip between L,(x,-,) and L,(x,). The point hit by an even-numbered chord C, is the point on Ha clockwise from pa; the point hit by
CZicl is the next point on €I2+, counterdockwise frompa+,. So for each i we can compute the value of x when an event involving C, occvs. The next event is deterrmned values. To complete the present step, we just update
To bound the annplexity of this procdure, we need to count the number of events. We can divide the scarming pnxws into (at most) two distinct stages: the event separating the two stages is when the first splitting oows. (2) q = p1 = q1 and b, = p2 and (e3, e4) .chains. We therefore define [p, q] as the h e of (all) the (el. . . . , e4)-mains. We can extend the B* matrix as follows:
Dednition. Let (sl, s2) be a pair of reflex corners or a pair of edges P. similarly for (sj, s4). Define the chords C1, . . . , C, thus: if si and s2 are edges then let C, = s1 and C2 = sz; otherwise C1 = C2 is the extremal chord through (sl, s3.
Similarly, if s3 and s4 are edges then let C3 = s3, C, , = s, ; otherwise C3 = C4 is the chord through (st s,) n e base of the (si, . . . ,s4)-chains is Ip, qj wherep € Ci is the f i t node of the subchain C1 and q € C, is the last node of subchain c,: again note that the base is completely determined by (sir . . . , s4). We define the area of a (sl. . . . , s4)ihain to be that of the convex region containing its center Q and bounded by its base, the chords Cl and C,,, and the chain itself, provided this region is wholly in P; otherwise the area is --m. Note that in this regards that an area of 0 is distinguished from one of -m; zero area is obtained by empty A-* (CO, C~)-~I&S (tl& is d~~e d when CO and Cl intersect at a convex cofner whi& is not necessarily a cmnw of P). We now extend the matrix B* by defining B* (sl, s2, s3, s4) to be the largest area of (81. . . . , sq)' chains contained in P. It is not hard to see that the entries of this extended B* matrix can be computed from the ma* A* and also original entries of B* (ie., thme involving only quadruples of edges).
The C* Matrix
Finally, we defme the matrix C*: Let vl,v2,v3,v4 be vertices of P, C (resp. C') be the extremal chord through [v,, v3] . The. area of the chain is that of the amvex region containing its center and bounded by C, C' , the base, and the chain itself, provided the region is fully contained in P; otherwise the area is --m. C*(vl, . . . ,v4) is defined to be the largest area of a super (vl, . . . ,v.,)-cAain.
To compute C* we defmed C*(v,, . . . , v,), rn 2 1, to be the largest area of a super (vl, . . . , v,,)-chain subject to the same conditions as C* but with at most m-1 type (y) chords. The matrix C1 is simply B* restricted to quadruples of vertim. 'zbe recursive formula for ch is simply Czm(V,, . . . ,v4) = maXIC"(Vl, v2, v,, Vn)+C%, Vfj, v3, v4)) (VS, v6) whwe (vg, v d ranges over pairs of reflex m m of P. Thus the matrix C* = C" can bc computed in O(n6iog n) time.
The potato-peeling problem is now solved: we know from the key lemma that there are r n z 2 extremaf chords tbslt determine the maximum area potato. If rn 5 3 then for triple where the e, range over SuaQUples of edges of p and
